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Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) – Weekly Updates
(June 15, 2009)

Need of the Hour is not Funds allocation but Strategic Planning

The time is running and demands Government to move beyond political rhetoric and develop coordinated action
plan. The budgetary allocation of PKR 50b for IDP, 70b for BISP and expectation of $600m from Friends of
Pakistan will not deliver. If that was to be the case the Afghan refugees would have lived in comfortable
condominiums in Pakistan during their long stay and earth quake victims would also have been sufficiently
rehabilitated. In both the instances the external financial support was massive. Relatively level of national
response is low and international is far below with Muslim world not coming on support radar. The reason is
simple NO STRATEGY and the Governments have been unable to be transparent and accountable in its delivery
mechanisms in the past. Government must go beyond statement of allocation of funds to strategic planning; a
neglect of which has caused security constraints across the country. In last week suspected people have been
picked up from the IDP camps and that was one of the prime issue which was identified by us in our 11th May
2009 report.

To date no coordinating agency has been declared by the Govt. and tussle to take ownership of “distribution” by
ANP is much larger then the required ‘physical presence of political leadership”. The rehabilitation component
launched by the Army under SSG appears to be the only one which is coordinated among itself and is trying to
relate to external stakeholders. The ERU also has set of committees but apparently SSG is being focused by
donors as its responsive and its leadership is strongly mandated. The ERU identified group, details in section to
follow, have a good mix but need to get special powers to use the system to be effective and/or productive in the
long run.

The political affirmation has to be beyond Prime Minister holding a Child and President distributing BISP
cheques – it goes without saying that how much a time and money is consumed to do both which can be more
productively used otherwise. Why Parliament is silent and not discussing the IDP issue in house or in select
committee. If a joint committee of the house can be mandated to investigate Dr. Afia Siddiqui case, don’t we
require the same attention to almost 4 m IDP.

This Government must coordinate and gear towards a larger scale Social Protection Strategy that incorporates
support, rehabilitation and re-settlement. It needs to pool in resources, to start with, from the Bait-ul-Mal, BISP,
PPAF and Rural Support Programme for 2009-2010 for IDP.

The donors should then be encouraged to select components to support the government both financially and
technically in its assessment and delivery mechanism. The donors/ Philanthropist/ NGOs can adopt a Union
Council and take responsibility for its turn around. Each need quantifiable and time bound delivery targets which
can not be without effective strategic planning by “A” agency. The Emergency Response Unit is under taking
coordination under policy & strategy committee and a strategy and coordination committee with overseeing
clusters. This focus, as per available, information remains to be need based and it is yet to be seen how projections
are being done and if it will prepare a provincial IDP response policy and strategy paper for structured support.

CheckBox1 The fall outs of not having a coordinated mechanism are:

1. Differing number of IDP: As per the NWFP Government spokes person, 12 June The Daily
Times, the number of IDP from Malakand are 4 million and for Bajur and Mehmand its 0.5
million whereas 26,145 families are on camp and 513,982 off camps. Ironically the debate last
week was to determine what’s the correct number of the IDP number 2 or 3.4 million and 2
million was being asserted to be the correct figure.
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2. IDP should check website: The Information Minister of NWFP informed that the provincial
government has uploaded the data of 268,674 IDP wit the help of NADRA on website
www.helpidp.org and now these people are requested to check their names on the website and
get the aid package and if they can’t find their names there, they should contact NADRA. There
couldn’t be a bigger joke then this with IDPs. Those who do not have shelter, food, clothing,
money and who are getting sick in sizzling heat due to no electricity are expected to have
“blackberry” to do this task? And what about single women and lone orphans? And we expect all
of them to be educated and computer literate? This is the biggest example of the need to get out
of political & bureaucratic rhetoric.

3. Economic implications: The economic implications are both on the part of the government
having lost the infrastructure and IDP for not having any livelihood. The government needs to
get into the assessment mode to start documentation of the losses. Tourism industry, agriculture
and livestock are most badly hit sectors besides small vendors, daily wagers and cottage industry.

a. The estimated losses for Agriculture sector are around 75 billion i.e. 25b of wheat crop
22b maize/ rice crop, 16b fruits and 12b livestock. The dire need is to start digitally (GIS
based) mapping of the affected areas to determine the amount of loss, rehabilitation cost
and repatriation package. The larger farmer base is clueless as to what they should do
and how would they recover the economic cost of not only live crop damage but not
being able to re-harvest.

b. Different government set ups are providing vocational training to IDP camps (TEVTA &
HEC). One wonders that what would it serve if one is trained in mobile repairing at IDP
camps? Do we expect them to go elsewhere and find a job and be burden on socio-
economic infrastructure of another city or government projects high need of these trained
persons once repatriation starts? Would women need sewing machines when they don’t
have money to buy cloth or some training in nursery farming, poultry management,
animal fodder and vaccination, etc be more practical.

c. Government has yet to start working on high prices of the agriculture produce due to
shortage especially of fruits and flour shortage in the next 6 months

4. Social implications: Education, health and sanitation remains to be the biggest gaps beside
psycho-social support. Student have lost a substantial school period and post summer break how
many of them will be in a position to be operationalize remains to be at guesstimation level. No
effort could yet be noted towards “social re-engineering” to make the people understanding the
rightist dynamics of the religion, power of their centuries old culture and spirit of national
cohesion and human rights.

Health is moving towards the alert side as onset of monsoon is around the corner due to
insufficient sanitation services. Already camps are witnessing health issue and hot-n-humid
weather can create cholera outbreaks. The nutrition based issues are prevalent across board in
camps and off camps

Female health and sanitation requirements remains at the lowest as they are nether being neither
provided sanitation kit nor their specific needs being documented. The number of pregnant
women has swelled to over 70,000.

The orphans number is also growing and them being abused by people on the wrong side remains
high. Despite the fact that ERU has donated largely to orphanage but systemized track of this
movement, adoption and their registering and tracking is required.

5. Political Impacts are growing as collective effort based impact of political parties both the
government and opposition is yet to be seen beyond an APC whose meeting based information is
still contested The fact remains that requirement of political stability and strengthened
government is higher then ever before. However the question of receiving IDP in Sindh and
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Punjab remains a hot issue with Punjab using 5 monitored entry points into Punjab from NWFP;
whereas Sindh government still deliberating how to keep the ethnic balance of the mega city in
control.

The government’s rehabilitation and resettlement strategy focusing next 10 years must not forget the
following:

1. Social Re-engineering Policy focusing on culture, tolerance of religion and innovative education
based attitudinal reformation

2. Teaching / practices of progressive religious scholars should lead the rehabilitation, resettlement,
reconstruction and future base of communal regrouping

3. Restoration and support to livelihood should be top priority as it would ease out the future
income based tensions and involved in productive outputs at individual and community level

4. Use Local Government to connect and monitor the area
5. Baseline assessment of damages to prepare responsive strategies
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Number of IDPs as per ERU

Number of IDPs
Off-Camp In-Camp

Families Individuals Families Individuals
Old * 77,516 462,528 Old 9910 60247
New 514155 3724127 New 27494 156783

ICRC /
U.Dir/Private

4006 28465

Total 591,671 4,186,655 Total 4,1410 245,495

Sources: PRC/ERU, Afghan Commissionerate, Social Welfare Department, Camp Incharge, DCOs

Repatriation/ Return In-Camp IDPs
S. No. Name of Distt Name of Camps No. of

families
No. of
person

1 Lower Dir Samarbagh 489 3723
2 -do- Sadbar Kalay 548 3084
3 -do- Munda Camp Dir. 445 2846
4 -do- Khungi 1018 6767

5 -do- GDC Timergara 394 3075
6 Peshawar Kacha Ghari-1 49 302
7 Peshawar Kacha Ghari No.2. 160 970
8 Nowshera Jalozai 658 3931
9 Distt Malakand Sakhakot Malakand (Dargai) 389 2326

Total:- 4150 27024

Note: The Social Welfare Department with the assistance of UNCHR is carrying out registration process of all IDPs living
outside camps with families/friends etc.

UNHCR Says 1.9 million Displaced People Verified: The Government has so far verified the registration of 1.9
million (or 268,674 families) IDPs, earlier registered under a fast-track process, according to the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees (UNHCR). A press release issued by the UN agency said the number included people displaced
from Swat, Buner, Shangla, Malakand and Lower Dir after the military operation launched in April and also those
displaced from Bajaur and Mohmand agencies after last year’s operation. Only 10 per cent of the displaced people are
staying in camps, while the rest of them are staying elsewhere. The Commission is looking for additional land because
people who were previously living with their relatives or in government buildings are now arriving in camps. Some new
arrivals said they did not want to be a burden on host families with limited financial resources, while others said they had
been living in schools in villages where they received little help. Two new camps which opened last week are almost full.
One of them, near a sugar mill in Charsadda, now hosts 2,800 people, and the other, in Larama in Peshawar, is hosting
4,800 people. People are now being directed to the Jalozai camp, in Nowshera, which now hosts around 97,000 displaced
people, including 52,000 who arrived since early May. Others are being directed to Yar Hussain camp, in Swabi, which
hosts 29,000 people. These camps are being expanded. The statement said that ‘we are discussing the possibility of setting
up a new camp in Hazara district. More than 235,000 people are now staying in 21 organised camps in the NWFP,
according to local authorities’,
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Camp Details

Following is the district-wise detail of camps. Information about population in the camps is available on the website of
Emergency Response Unit i.e., www.helpidp.org

New Regular Camps
S.No. Name of Distt Name of Camps.

1 Peshawar. Kachaghari-2 (SWAT IDPs)
2 Peshawar Larama.

3 Charsadda Saleem Sugar Mill Camp.

4 -do- Palosa.2

5 Nowshera. Jalozai-2 (SWAT/Buner/Dir)

6 Mardan Jalala

7
-do- Sheikh Shehzad.

8
-do- Sheikh Yaseen

9
-do- Mazdoor Abad.

10 SWABI Chota Lahore
11 -do- Shah Mansoor-I

12 -do- Shah Mansoor-II

13 -do- Mobiling Camp for IDP at Kund Park.
14 Malakand Rangmala Piran,.
15 -do- Palay (TRANSIT CAMP)
16 Bannu. GHS Satti Killa.

Old Camps (Bajuar & Mohmand)

1
Peshawar Kachaghari No.1

2
-do- Kachaghari No.2(Bajaur IDPs)

3 Nowshera. Jalozai Camp-1 (Bajaur/Mohammand) .

4 Charsadda Palosa-1

Camps Run by ICRC/Private Organisations/Irregular Camps)
S.No. Name of Distt Name of Camps

1 Nowshera. Banazir Complix Risalpur.

2 Dir Lower. GHSS Samarbagh (shifted to Stadium Samarbagh)

3 -do- GDC Stadium (Sadbar Kalai)

4 -do- GG Degree College Timergara.
5 -do- Commerce College Timergara.(Wali Kando)
6 -do- Technical College Camp Timergara(Dir)
7 Malakand. Sakhkot

8
Swabi Anbar (Private Camp)

Upper-Dir Camps
1 Dir Upper. Technical College Wari.
2 -do- Rural Health Center, Barawal.
3 -do- Gandigar.

IDP Data in Government Schools and Spontaneous Camps (Tentative)

Data on IDPs living in Government schools and spontaneous camps is available on:
http://www.helpidp.org/govt_schools_spontaneous_camps.php
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Misc. Important Information on IDPs

Distribution Points

Information regarding distribution points for food, distribution points for acquiring cash cards, distribution points for
compensation, rules and regulations, details of affected union councils is available on following link:
http://www.helpidp.org/images/advertisements/2009/june/ERU_27x8_12-0-09%5B1%5D.jpg

Donations Collected by Government

Government has collected 8,135,188 PKR donations till June 9, 2009. details can be found at ERU website

Finances

The financial details as released by the NWFP government is
Opening balance May 1, 2009: 5,000,000.00 PKR.
Finance Department NWFP release 18.5.09 1,140,000,000.00 PKR
Available balance 9.6.2009 1,145,000,000.00 PKR
Details of spending can be accessed through: http://www.helpidp.org/finances.php

Assistance & Coordination Mechanism

. Policy and Strategy Committee

Strategy and Coordination Committee

Clusters

Composition of Committee is at ERU website

1. Policy and Strategy Committee (PSC)
The primary objectives of the PSC are:
• To develop and agree on system-wide humanitarian policies to streamline IDP response.
• To allocate responsibilities among agencies, line departments in humanitarian programmes.
• To develop and agree on a common strategy framework for all humanitarian activities.
• To advocate for common humanitarian principles.
• To identify areas where gaps in mandates or lack of operational capacity exist.
• To resolve disputes or disagreement about and between humanitarian agencies on system-wide humanitarian issues.
• Stake stock of the situation and direct IDP operational coordination committee.

Committee Members& Responsibilities: CS (Chair the Committee), PRC-ERU (Operations, Response, Coordination),
SSG (ERU Support), OCHA (Humanitarian Coordination), WFP & FAO (Food, Agriculture & Logistics), UNHCR (Camp
Management, Protection, Shelter & NFI), WHO (Health), UNICEF (Education, Nutrition, WASH), ICRC (Observer), MSF
(Observer), UNDP (Early Recovery), Home Sect (Law & Order), FATA Secretariat (FATA Affairs), Social Welfare
(Registration outside camps), Afghan Refugee Commissionerate (Registration inside camps).

2. Strategy and Coordination Committee (CCO)
The primary objectives of the OCC are:
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• Committee will be responsible for coordinating the entire humanitarian operation assisting IDP’s
• Committee under the direction and policy of PSC will develop operational framework
• Committee will take stake of situation and make operational arrangement by clusters
• Committee will address un-met needs and respond to gaps and identify funding short falls for each cluster
• Streamline all Aid operations and coordinate activities through clusters

Committee Members & Responsibilities: PRC (Chair the Committee), ERU-MEMBERS (Operations, Response
Coordination), SSG (ERU Support), OCHA (Humanitarian Coordination), WFP & FAO (Food, Agriculture & Logistics),
UNHCR (Camp Management, Protection, Shelter & NFI), WHO (Health), UNICEF (Education, Nutrition, WASH), ICRC
(Observer), MSF (Observer), UNDP (Early Recovery), Home Sect (Law & Order), FATA Secretariat (FATA Affairs),
Social Welfare (Registration outside camps), Afghan Refugee Commissionerate (Registration inside camps), Health
Department (Health), Education Department (Education), Local Government (WASH), Early Recovery (Special
Development Unit).

3. Clusters
Specific responsibilities of cluster at the provincial level include ensuring the following:
• Inclusion of key humanitarian partners
• Establishment and maintenance of appropriate humanitarian coordination mechanisms
• Coordination with national/local authorities, State institutions, local civil society and other relevant actors during

response
• Participatory and community-based approaches
• Attention to priority cross-cutting issues (e.g. age, diversity, environment, gender, HIV/AIDS and human rights)
• Needs assessment and analysis
• Emergency preparedness
• Planning and strategy development
• Application of standards
• Monitoring and reporting
• Advocacy and resource mobilization
• Training and capacity building
• Provision of assistance or services as a last resort
• Sector based dispute resolution
• Allocation of gap areas of partners
• Maintaining “who is doing what where” database
• Reporting to operational coordination committee

Cluster ERUCluster / Sector
Name

Government Led
Agencies

Co-Chair

Responsibility Focal point

Food Camp and Outside
Camp

Food and Agriculture PRC (ERU – Member
Logistics)

WFP / FAO

Agriculture outside
camp

PRC (ERU – Member
Logistics)

Camp Management PRC/Afghan Refugee
Commissionerate

UNHCR Camp PRC(ERU-Member Land
& Infrastructure)

Protection SW Department UNHCR Camp and outside camp PRC (ERU – Member
Planning(Gen)

Health and Nutrition Health Department WHO & UNICEF Camp and outside camp PRC (ERU – Member
(Health)

Education Education Dept UNICEF Camp and outside camp PRC (ERU – Member
(Education)

Water Sanitation and
Hygiene

Local Government UNICEF Camp and outside camp PRC (ERU – Member
Planning(Gen)

Logistics PRC (ERU – Member
Operations, Donor

Coordination)

WFP Camp and outside camp PRC (ERU – Member
Operations, Donor

Coordination)
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Shelter and NFI PRC (ERU-Member
Response Coordination)

UNHCR Outside Camp PRC (ERU-Member
Operations, Donor

Coordination)

Early Recovery Special Development
Unit

UNDP Inside Outside Camp PRC (ERU-Member
Recovery,

Rehabilitation,
Reconstruction

Planning)
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On-Camp & Off-Camp Issues & Impacts

White-Collar IDPs in Dire Need of Assistance: The prolonged stay of influential IDPs in rented houses,
particularly those who neither registered themselves as IDPs nor did wait in queues for getting relief goods, is
multiplying their problems with each passing day and need attention of the authorities concerned. According to
estimates, more than 400 families have been living in rented houses in Hayatabad, Abbottabad and Islamabad, but
members of these families can neither wait in queue nor can they live in the relief camps in various parts of the
province. These families had orchards, vegetable business or were doing businesses in Swat and Buner. “The
displaced people are complaining against the non-availability of basic necessities of life in relief camps and the
prevailing situation will force the members of influential families to live miserable life in camps,” said a landlord,
living with his relatives in Hayatabad, Peshawar. According to him, most of his villagers have hired houses in
Abbottabad and Islamabad. Though various organisations have been announcing relief packages and cash amounts
for the IDPs, majority the IDPs in camps complained against delaying tactics of the authorities while none of the
departments has any plan to provide assistance to the IDPs living with relatives and in rented houses. An official at a
registration office told that they were providing relief packages to all registered IDPs living off camps and most of
them usually send their servants or relatives to receive their packages. He said they could not make any arrangement
for the distribution at their rented houses.

The IDPs deplored the role of political parties, particularly of their own elected representatives, for leaving them in a
lurch at this difficult time. A young landlord, who owns the best peach orchard in Mingora, said fruit in his orchard
was rife for third time but he could neither sell it nor find someone for its supervision. He said he had also lost crop
for two previous years because of militancy. “I have no other business except the orchard as I did not join any service
after completing my education,” he said. The landlord, who reached Peshawar on June 7, said majority of the people
could not find their way to leave the troubled areas and were leading miserable life. The prices of essential
commodities had increased and he had purchased tomatoes for Rs100 per kg and sugar for Rs37 per kg, he said. He
said he had hired a pickup from Sangota to Mardan for Rs10,000, as the transporters were exploiting the helpless
people but nobody could hold them accountable. The landlord said the government would not be able to overcome
the situation but further complicate it through military option to the resolve the militancy problem in Malakand.

Impacts on Women

Displaced Pakistani Women Face Myriad Challenges
A graphic report compiled by Church World Service Pakistan/Afghanistan staff on the unique difficulties faced by
women who have sought refuge in camps for displaced persons as a result of fighting between the Pakistan military
and the Taliban.

During crisis situations, it is women who face the most serious challenges, as the recent humanitarian crisis in
Pakistan proves. Displaced women here face severe health, protection, psychosocial and cultural problems.

Elemental Thing: First off, many females, particularly those unaccompanied by their husbands, face major health
risks over the most basic and elemental of things. For example, women desperately report the need for sanitary
napkins. Most of the displaced left their homes with little more than the clothes they were wearing. For this reason,
women are left with very few options during their menstrual periods. One woman reported to Church World Service
that she has cut her dupatta (scarf) to use pieces of the cloth. With it now being half of its original size, she expressed
concern for what she will do next month. Without money to purchase sanitary napkins and living in such close
proximity of other males, women immediately require a solution. Some women have started cutting small pieces from
their tents for this purpose. Other women are using and washing the same cloth repeatedly and as a result, increase
their risk of infections. Many women already report incidents of urinary tract infections--part of a larger dilemma in
which women face difficulty accessing the few health facilities set up for displaced persons; many do not leave their
tents or host homes to seek medical attention due to cultural practices and fear.
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Lack of Female Physicians: Compounding the situation: the lack of female doctors, which adds to growing health
risks. Currently, there are approximately 25 female doctors to cover the total female population in the established
camps, according to the World Health Organization. For the women who are willing to leave the confines of their
tents or are accompanied by their husbands, they find a severe shortage of female medical practitioners. This is of
particular concern for pregnant displaced womenwho are part of a larger group of the displaced, referred to as
internally displaced persons because they still reside in their home country. Based on the World Health Organization's
(WHO) statistics, three percent of the IDP population consists of pregnant women. According to UNHCR's figures of
total IDPs more than three million as of June 2--this means more than 90,000 female IDPs are pregnant. In addition to
a lack of doctors, these women are facing shortages of essential vitamins including iron, calcium and multivitamins.
Pregnant women also require higher daily calorie intake, which makes the food shortage and inaccessibility to food
more challenging for women. Without sufficient quality and quantity of food, essential vitamins and regular doctor
visits, the pregnant IDPs have higher risks of pre- and post-natal problems and birth complications. They also face
higher rates of deaths to the infants or to themselves.

Protection Issues: Coming from communities that clearly separate male and females, the camp and host community
environment put men and women in very close proximity to each other, to which they are unaccustomed. In places
such as Swat, the outside boundary walls are often higher than the house walls; now, the IDPs live without any
physical boundaries between them. In some host homes, five or six families share a single room, thus, opening the
opportunity for issues for females. Also, in camps, very little security exists for women, particularly those without
male family members. The trauma from the armed conflict, leaving their homes and loved ones, their current living
conditions, and uncertainty about the future are all reasons contributing to so-called "psychosocial" issues. Afraid to
leave their tents or shelters to gather food or receive medical attention and other necessities makes survival more
difficult for women and adds to intense stress. Women are particularly concerned for family members who remained
behind in the conflict areas to guard assets and also for the discontinuation of their children's education. Psychosocial
services are essential to help these women cope with the challenges of living as an IDP.

Cultural Restrictions: Restrictions placed on Pakistani women under normal circumstances add to the problems
faced by female IDPs. Unaccustomed to leaving their houses, living in camps or host communities for most women
means sitting indoors in unbearable heat, not being able to access food and health services and even refraining from
going to the toilets. In camps, there is one toilet for both males and females for approximately every 35 tents. Women
wait until night or until there is a break in the long lines for the toilet. This behavior is not only uncomfortable for the
women but also presents health risks such as constipation or infections. The average temperature in the camps and
host communities is at least ten degrees Celsius (18 degrees Fahrenheit) higher than the areas from where the IDPs
come. Adding to this problem: the lack of proper cooling mechanisms and ventilation in tents and overcrowded
rooms make it extremely difficult for women, and even children, to bear. Another problem: the need for medical
attention for other ailments, such as wounds suffered while fleeing. Many IDPs were wounded by bullets during the
conflict; some of the women are sitting in tents with untreated wounds a problem that can lead to more severe health
problems or to death.

Conclusion: The situation for female IDPs in Pakistan is grim. Without immediate aid catered to women's needs such
as sanitary napkins, female doctors, and services for food, psychosocial support, and health, the female IDPs will
continue to suffer and face more challenges or even death.

Uncertainty of the time frame in which the IDPs will be able to return to their homes indicates that the female IDPs
require long-term assistance. Few female IDPs took the initiative to speak to humanitarian workers about their
problems and concerns but many remain silent voices waiting for someone to reach them.

Impacts on Children

Displaced Children Vulnerable to Distress, Exploitation: According to Society for the Protection of the
Rights of Child (SPARC), fifty percent of the IDPs fleeing from Malakand division are children, who are more
vulnerable to diseases and other social and moral exploitation. SPARC’s Regional Manager Jajanzeb Khan said this
while addressing the launching ceremony of the organisation’s annual report “The State of Pakistan’s Children 2008”.
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He said any catastrophe whether natural or man-caused, impacted more adversely on children who needed special
mechanisms to protect them from sexual, physical, emotional and psychological abuses. He said children in such
circumstances were also vulnerable to kidnapping, as was observed in October 2005 earthquake. He said children’s
rights to education, healthcare, proper food and nutrition, safety and security were jeopardized and from the situation
existing in IDPs camps in NWFP, it was clear that the measures taken were not enough. He further said that it was the
duty of Government to facilitate the IDPs, especially children and ensure that their rights were not violated in any
circumstances.

Health Related Issues

Customs Affecting Displaced Women’s Treatment: Women among the IDPs are in a dire need of medical
help by female health professionals as their customs and traditions bar them from even talking to a ‘namehram’
(stranger). 'At the Shaikh Shahzad and Shaikh Yaseen camps for the IDPs, there are thousands of expectant women,
and their deliveries are due in the coming months,’ said Assistant Professor Dr Asima Karim, who recently spent a
week or so in Mardan, heading the first medical team comprising woman doctors and nurses from the University of
Health Sciences. She said that most of such women have reached these camps after walking miles and miles without
proper food and rest. Their condition has not been satisfactory but they would only discuss their medical problems
with a female doctor, nurse or allied health professional. She found most inhabitants of the camps in warm clothes
while mercury remaining over 45 degrees most of the days. The food supplied to them was also not found properly
cooked most of the time, besides a dearth of clean drinking water.

IDPs Health Risk as Monsoon Approaches: Aid agencies are concerned that a further surge in the number of
IDPs in northwestern Pakistan could place an intolerable strain on health services at a time when, as the monsoon
approaches, health risks are particularly high. The monsoon season usually leads to a sharp increase in the number of
cases of diarrhoea and other diseases. According to WHO's Health Action in Crises Highlights No. 260 for 1-7 June
2009, the number of reported acute watery diarrhoea cases is rising. Scarce drinking water and inadequate hygiene
and sanitation facilities remain a problem. The UK-based Save the Children NGO said in a recent report based on the
rapid assessment of IDPs in host communities in Mardan and Swabi districts in the North West Frontier Province
(NWFP) - that 79.2 percent of the surveyed 314 households reported facing some health problems after displacement,
with over 50 percent of families reporting diarrhoea as the most common illness. “The assessment reports an alarming
rate of diarrhoea and other illnesses suffered by IDP families. It also concludes that more than 20 percent of IDP
households are not accessing health care even though they perceive a need for it,” the Save the Children report said.

Malakand Situation Affecting Blood Donations: Administrator FATMID Foundation Hayatabad Peshawar Lt.
Col Afzal Hassan Khan has said that Swat, Dir, Hangu and Parachinar were the best blood donating places and due to
the fragile law and order situation in these areas, the Foundation is facing acute shortage of blood bags. Afzal Hassan
Khan said that the Foundation is passing through a tough times as on the one hand the major haunting areas including
Swat, Dir, Buner, Parachinar and Hangu were facing militancy while on the other hand schools, colleges and
universities were closed due to summer vacations. He said that the Foundation was facing extra burden of IDps as
daily 5 to 6 patients from affected areas visits the Foundation to get blood bags.

Political Impacts

2 Die As Police Open Fire on Anti-IDPs Karachi Rally: Two persons were killed while several others
sustained severe injuries, when police opened fire to stop a rally of Sindh Taraqi Passand Party (STPP) at the
Northern Bypass, here on June 10. According to the report STPP had announced to staged a protest demo against the
arrival of the IDPs in Sindh. Various small rallies of STPP and other organisations including Awami Tehreek, and
Haari Tehreek reached near Chief Minister House while many other rallies were intercepted at Northern Bypass. The
police used heavy baton-charge, teargas and aerial firing to stop the protesters as a result which two of the protesters
were killed while several of them were injured. Six were shifted to a private hospital. Hundreds of protesters were
arrested by police after a battle between the law enforcement agencies and protesters. The demonstrators were led by
STPP Chairman Dr Qadir Magsi, President STPP Karachi chapter Ghulam Muhammad Rind, Awami Tehreek leader
Hakeem Halipota, Mazhar Jatoi and Ali Hassan Chandio who changed the programme of protest at Karachi Press
Club and started to march towards the Chief Minister House, from different routes including Fountain Chowrangi and
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Shaheen Complex.

Court Notices Sindh Govt on IDPs Settlement: Sindh High Court (SHC) on June 11 issued notice to the Sindh
government on the constitutional petitions moved over the settlements of IDP in Karachi seeking its reply till 29th

June. The SHC division bench comprised Justice Gulzar Ahmed and Justice Bin Yameen. Representing the
government, Additional Advocate General Sindh, Adnan Karim, requested for more time to submit his arguments
regarding the settlement of IDPs in Haji Camp Karachi after consulting the government authorities. The plaintiffs,
Syed Iqbal Kazmi and True Line International Foundation (TLIF), demanded the provision of shelter to the IDPs in
Sindh, particularly in Karachi. They added that IDPs are Pakistani nationals and could move anywhere in the country.
The TLIF had filed the petition through Syed Ahmed Ali Shah Advocate, Abdul Wahab Ansari and Iqbal Advocate
pleading the IDPs should be accommodated in New Haji Camp, situated in Sultanabad, Kemari Town, Karachi,
where at least fifty thousand people can be accommodated and once the affectees were allowed to settle in these
camps, the apprehension of political parties would also disappear as the registration process and other services would
be easily accessible to them. “Their living conditions will improve and they will be easily shifted to their native home
as soon as the operation is completed and the normalcy returns there”. Maulvi Iqbal Hyder submitted the terrorists
were suspected to enter Sindh in the guise of IDPs and might create law and order situation in the province. He added
the government must take effective measures to stop such elements through tightening the registration process.

Political Explosion if IDPs don’t Return: Holbrooke: US Envoy to the Region Richard Holbrooke said that
Pakistan’s politicians and armed forces are showing more cohesiveness in the fight against extremism and public
opinion us on the Government’s side. He said that it remains critically important that the campaign against Taliban
and other extremists should succeed and the refugees displaced by fighting should be able to return homes. Holbrooke
said that the conditions for the refugees are relatively good but they must return home to avoid further problems. He
further said that “politically they must go back. If they do not, there will be a political explosion”.

Economic Effects

Rs 75bn Loss to Farmers in Restive Areas: NWFP Kisan Board on June 11 demanded that the Government
compensate the displaced farmers and give them tax relief as the ongoing military operation against militants in Swat,
Buner, Lower Dir and other restive regions of Malakand caused a Rs 75 billion loss to farmers. KB said farmers in
affected suffered Rs.25 billion loss in wheat crop, Rs 22 billion in maize and rice crops, Rs 16 billion in fruits and Rs.
12 billion in livestock. KB President Murad Ali Khan and General Secretary Ehsanullah Khan said 85 percent
farmers left ripe crops behind them when they migrated to safer places. These crops were either devastated due to
the conflict or rotted, as there was no one to look after them.

Fear of Terrorist Attacks Affecting Hotel Business: All posh hotels including the only 5-star one in
Rawalpindi are witnessing huge losses as people have cancelled their bookings for fear of terror attacks. According to
a staffer of a posh hotel, people have cancelled their reservations after the blast in Pearl Continental Hotel in
Peshawar, which is a major jolt to the hotel business in the country. Those who had booked the hotels for various
functions have cancelled the bookings. People are very much concerned about the security issue, as they think that
such places have been and still could be main target of the terrorists. The occupancy rate of most of the hotels was
100 per cent a few days ago, which has now gone down to 20 to 25 per cent. The summer season is on its peak but the
visitors’ avoid staying in the hotels of the twin cities which has perturbed them. Haroon Abbasi, the manager of a
local hotel, said, “No one dares to stay in these hotels in such a security situation.” If the high security zones are not
safe from the terrorists then how could visitors stay in hotels? Owners of hotels are much depressed and worried as
their business has plummeted after such incidents, he added. There are also a number of local hotels and restaurants
that present a deserted look.
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Major Appeals for Support of IDPs

Ban’s Appeal for Pakistan IDPs

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon made a fresh appeal to the international community, especially to ‘major
donors’, on June 11 to help Pakistan overcome the humanitarian crisis as a result of its fight against insurgency. Mr
Ban said that: ‘I therefore appeal to the international community, especially major donors, to respond quickly and
generously to Pakistan’s urgent humanitarian relief and reconstruction needs’. Mr. Ban stressed that in order to avoid
another ‘spiralling humanitarian crisis’ the world community should step up its help to Pakistan.

President asks EU to come forward for rehabilitation of IDPs

President Asif Ali Zardari has asked the European Union and UK to come forward for the rehabilitation of those
people who have displaced due to war against terrorism in Swat and other area. The President also urged UK to
ensure access of Pakistan’s goods into European markets so that Pakistan could achieve its economic aims. British
Prime Minister Gordon Brown on June 14 telephoned President Asif Ali Zardari and discussed war against terrorism,
rehabilitation of IDPs, national and international issues. The President said his country is waging war against
terrorism not only for Pakistan but for the whole world and it would be continued till logical end, sources added. The
British Premier condemned the suicide bombing in Peshawar, Nowshera, Lahore and Dera Ismail Khan saying UK
would leave Pakistan alone in such scenario. He said his country would continue to help Pakistan in war against
terrorism and country’s economic stability. He also assured his country complete cooperation in rehabilitation of
IDPs. He also lauded Pakistan’s role in war against terrorism.

$600m urgently needed to cope with IDPs crisis: FM

Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi has said Pakistan urgently requires $600 million to cope with the IDPs
crisis. “We need $600 million to meet the needs of the IDPs. The nation is united to help the displaced people,” the
foreign minister told diplomats, media and delegates of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) at the Jalozai camp
here. He sought the all-out support of the international community in the ongoing struggle against militancy and
extremism in the Malakand region.

Aid Agencies Seek Urgent Funding for Relief Work

International agencies working for the people displaced by fighting in Malakand division are facing a shortage of
funds and have warned of a major cut in relief work if immediate financial assistance does not arrive. The agencies
have called upon the UN system in Pakistan to speedily arrange funds for frontline non-government organisations
working in the affected areas. According to a joint statement on June 10, nine international agencies said they were
facing a shortfall of over $42 million which might affect their work of helping over one million IDPs. The agencies
are: ActionAid, CAFOD/Caritas, Care, Concern Worldwide, Islamic Relief, Merlin, Oxfam, Save the Children and
World Vision. Oxfam said it would be forced to close its programme to help 360,000 people if required funds did not
arrive by July. Similarly, Concern Worldwide will have to discontinue its programme by the second week of July,
just when the health risks will escalate with the onset of rainy season. According to the statement, World Vision
faces a shortfall of $12.1 million and Oxfam and Save the Children of $6 million each. ‘This is the worst funding
crisis we’ve faced in over a decade for a major humanitarian emergency. Some 2.5 million people have fled their
homes. One month into this emergency, Oxfam is $6 million short and will have to turn our backs on some of the
world’s most vulnerable people,’ said Jane Cocking, the Agency’s Humanitarian Director.
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Responses

Government

Federal Government

President Launches BISP Financial Assistance Programme for IDPs:
President Asif Ali Zardari on June 11 vowed to extend all out help and support to the
IDPs of Swat and Malakand division, saying they will be back to their homes with
honour and dignity. “We will develop a new Malakand. The government will help you
out in every possible way. Your houses will be reconstructed, which would be better than
previous ones”, the President told the IDPs families at the launching of Financial
Assistance to IDPs of FATA and Swat under the Benazir Income Support Programme
(BISP) here at the Aiwan-e-Sadr. President Zardari alongwith Prime Minister Gilani on
this occasion also gave away as a token first installment of Rs. 3000 each to ten women
from amongst the 60 IDPs families, who were present on the occasion and were also
given the assistance.

PBM Opens Education Centre at IDPs Camps: PBM has set-up a children
education centre for the welfare of displaced children and engaging them in positive
activities at Jalozai camp. The centre has been established at Benazir Bhutto Complex at
Jalozai camp for welfare of women and children of 12,000 displaced families. With an
objective of engaging the IDPs in positive activities, this complex will impart vocational
training to the women, education for the children and information and entertainment for
the youth living in the camps, said PBM Managing Director Zamurd Khan.

PBM Distributes Cheques Among 1000 Displaced Women: PBM and Ministry of
Social Welfare and Special Education on June 13 distributed cheques of Rs. 5000 among
1000 IDPs women living in the twin cities. The government has allocated an amount of
Rs. 500 million for 100,000 displaced families at various relief camps while the amount
has been distributed among 45,000 families so far, said Zamurrud Khan, Managing
Director PBM.

Two Schools Opened by Ministry of Education: The Federal Ministry of Education on
June 10 opened two separate schools for boys and girls at Mazdoorabad camp for IDPs
in Takhtbhai. Federal Directorate of Education (FDE) Director Professor Rafique Tahir
represented Education Minister Mir Hazar Khan Bijarani at the opening ceremony. On
the occasion, a total of 165 children were registered at the schools and were provided
free of cost books, bags and stationery. According to FDE, 976 families have so far been
registered at the camp and have been provided pedestal fans, emergency lights, sheets
and pillows. On the occasion, a knitting centre was also opened for women where 25
sewing machines were also distributed.

Rs. 50bn for IDPs Rehab: The Governemnt has allocated Rs 50 billion in budget
2009-10 for the rehabilitation of IDPs of Swat and Malakand division. It was also
announced that 25 billion would be allocated for the Earthquake Reconstruction and
Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA).
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NWFP Government

Frontier Plans IDPs’ Rehabilitation in Seven Years: NWFP Chief Economist
and member of the Emergency Response Unit (ERU) Shakil Qadir Khan said that the
Provincial Government has designed a seven-year plan for the rehabilitation of IDPs
from Swat and Buner. Shakil admitted the Government was forced due to fund shortage
to divert all finances from the development sector to the rehabilitation of IDPs in their
ancestral places. He said by doing so, the province would compromise on its economic
growth and as the economy was in a shambles, the provincial government was not in a
position to manage the IDPs in the limited resources. The Chief Economist said huge
funds were needed from international community for this purpose. He urged foreign
investors to come forward and help in the rehabilitation process.

ERU Establishes Vocational Centres at IDPs Camps: ERU supervising and
monitoring relief operation for IDPs of Malakand division and Tribal Areas, has
established several vocational centres in the IDPs’ camps in parts of the province. The
ERU in collaboration with donor agencies has set up two vocational centres at Shah
Mansoor Relief Camp, where youth will be trained in plumbing and electricity work. The
displaced women have been provided with sewing machines there. Two vocational
centres have been set up at Yar Hussain Camp in collaboration with Ummah Trust to
make the displaced youth professional welders and technicians. Two centres have been
established each at Sheikh Yasin and Sheikh Shehzad camps. A vocational centre has
also been opened at Palosai IDPs’ Camp. Special attention is being paid to train women
in stitching. Vocational centres have also been opened at Jalala Camp where youth will
be trained in stitching, carpentry and electricity work. Khubab Trust is providing active
support to run the centres. Two more vocational centres will be established in Saleem
Sugar Mills, where the IDPs are encamping.
Rs0.9m Released for Swat Orphanage: ERU of the NWFP government has
released Rs900,000 to Khpal Kor Foundation, an orphanage of Swat district, for payment
of salaries to staff. When the army launched an operation against militants in Malakand
division, the foundation shifted its staff, along with orphans, to the Government Girls
High School, Abdarra Road, Peshawar. Provincial Relief Commissioner and ERU In-
charge Muhammad Azam Khan has released the fund, which was received by Khpal Kor
Foundation Director Muhammad Ali. The orphanage was set up in 1996 for the welfare
and education of the orphans and helpless children of Swat. In the beginning, five
orphans were admitted in the centre. Later, the number increased to 24 children, who
were being provided with all possible facilities. Meanwhile, the ERU has clarified that
no one can adopt children of displaced families from Malakand. All the NGOs and
individuals have been warned against adoption of displaced children, as there does not
exist any child adoption law in the region.

Punjab Government

CM Announces Free Education for Internally Displaced Students: Chief
Minister Shahbaz Sharif has announced not to receive educational expenses for one year
from the students belonging to affected areas of the NWFP, studying in government
educational institutions of Punjab. This facility will be available to all male and female
students of Shangla, Upper Dir, Lower Dir, Buner, Swat and Malakand Agency.

53,000 IDPs Treated: The medical teams of Punjab Health Department have provided
treatment to more than 53,000 patients during the last 20 days in the relief camps atr
Mardan. This was informed by the Health Department to the Chief Minister Muhammad
Shahbaz Sharif in a briefing regarding the performance of mobile medical teams,
according to a handout. It was informed that medical teams of different hospitals of
Punjab were continuously visiting Mardan on rotation and these teams were performing
their duties efficiently and so far 23,331 female, 14,742 children and 12,733 male
patients have been treated by the medical teams.Moreover, 841 serious patients have also
been admitted in temporary hospital of MMC.
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Earthquake
Reconstruction and

Rehabilitation
Authority (ERRA)

ERRA Chalks-Out Plan for Rehabilitation of IDPs: Earthquake Reconstruction
and Rehabilitation Authority (ERRA) briefed the President Asif Ali Zardari on the
proposed plan for relief and rehabilitation. The briefing was given by Deputy Chairman
ERRA Lt. Gen. Sajjad Akram. The first phase of planning involved damage assessment,
early recovery plan, formulation of re-settlement plan, reconstruction strategy and short-
listing of contractors and consultants. The second phase involved restoration of civil
administration, provision of transitional facilities (like shelters, mobile hospitals), mine
sweeping, infrastructure repair, house damage compensation and commercial property
compensation.

International Community/Donor Organisations

Japan

Japan Pledges $10m for IDPs: Japan pledged an additional $10 million to help
people displaced from the Swat valley and other adjacent areas of NWFP and FATA as a
response to the revised UN appeal for humanitarian assistance in May. Japan will
provide the World Food Programme (WFP) with $5 million, the UN High Commission
for Refugees (UNHCR) with $3 million and the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) with $2
million in order to facilitate their projects for IDPs. This new pledge brings Japan’s total
contribution for IDPs through international aid organizations to $33.5 million since
September 2008.

Netherlands

Netherlands’ More Aid for IDPs: The Netherlands announced an extra million
euros in aid money for Pakistan on June 11 and expressed concern at UN organisations'
"lack of speed" in helping refugees. Development Minister Bert Koenders expressed
concern about some two million Pakistani refugees who had fled the northwestern Swat
Valley region after clashes between the Pakistani army and Taliban fighters. Given the
dramatic situation, I am willing to make available one million euros (about 1.4 million
dollars) to the International Committee of the Red Cross to provide support via her
sister-organisation, the Red Crescent, on the ground ," said Koenders. The Netherlands
has already contributed a million euros in aid via the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees.

Turkey

Turkey Announced Additional $10m for IDPs: Turkey once again took the lead
to provide badly needed assistance to Pakistan’s IDPs. The visiting Turkish Foreign
Minister Ahmed Davutoglu also urged the international community and Muslim
countries to express solidarity with Pakistan and provide all out help for these IDPs.
Earlier Turkey has pledged $100mn at the Donors’ Conference.

Turkish Govt Sets-Up Crisis Management Centre for IDPs: The Turkish
government has set up a Crisis Management Centre for the dislocated persons of Swat
and other areas to help mitigate their sufferings. Turkish people are with their Pakistani
brethren in this hour of need, said Turkish Foreign Minister, Ahmet Davutoglu during his
visit to Pakistan Red Crescent Society (PRCS) tentage village for IDPs in Shah Mansoor
Town Swabi. On the occasion, PRCS Secretary General, Muhammad Ilyas Khan said
with the support of Turkish Red Crescent Society, the PRCS has set up a state-of-the art
Disaster Management and Logistic Centre and this is a unique example of cooperation
between the two Societies.
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China

Chinese Embassy Staff's Donation for IDPs: The staff of Chinese Embassy in
Pakistan has donated three-day salaries equivalent to rupees one million to the IDPs in
the shape of relief items. This was stated by a three-member delegation, headed by
Chinese Ambassador Luo Zhaohui, in a meeting with Minister of States and Frontiers
Regions (SAFRON) Najamuddin Khan on June 11.

Chinese Children Present Gifts for Children of IDPs: To express solidarity with
the children of IDPs of Swat, Dir and Buner areas, the Chinese children presented gifts
for them at an impressive ceremony held here June 14. Speaking on the occasion,
Ambassador Masood Khan said that “We are touched by the gesture made by the Beijing
Rainbow International Kids Club (BRIKC). Everybody is concerned about the suffering
of some 3.3 million displaced people from Swat, Dir and Buner”.

United Nations

UN Opens New Camps to House IDPs: The UN has opened three new camps to
house a continuing flow of families fleeing the fighting in northwest Pakistan, but a lack
of funding is hampering its ability to assist the IDPs, the Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said on June 15. The office said the newly-arrived IDPs
had come from Lower Dir, Swat and Buner, where the Pakistani army has been trying to
flush out the Taliban. According to the OCHA, Pakistani authorities have estimated the
number of IDPs exceeded 2.5 million, including 550, 000 people who had fled clashes in
the area last year.

World Food
Programme (WFP)

WFP’s Provision of Food to IDPs: Country Representative WFP Wolfgang
Herbinger said the number of IDPs staying in camps represents less than 20 percent of all
registered IDPs. While WFP’s food assistance covers camps, particular focus is placed
on reaching the majority of IDPs residing in host communities, who are themselves
facing economic, social and environmental pressure, he added. He said until May 30,
WFP had distributed monthly food rations to over 2.4 million registered IDPs. It is
expected that by the end of the month, 2.6 million registered IDPs will have been
reached. WFP’s distribution capacity has now risen to 150,000 IDPs per day. The
number of distribution hubs has been increased to 25, the country representative said,
adding, utilizing all in-country stocks, borrowings and anticipated arrivals, basic food
needs can be met for 2.6 million IDPs for one to two months. WFP aims to improve
access to food in ways that enable vulnerable households, especially women and girls to
take advantage of development opportunities. Operations include school feeding, mother
and child nutrition and socio-economic development programmes. Goals include
increased enrolment rates for girls, increased access to health services and increased
ability of rural women to create and preserve physical assets, the country representative
said.

CSOs/Private Sector

Peace First

Aid Distributed Among Swabi IDPs by Peace First: Peace First, a not-for-profit
organisation, distributed cash and in-kind assistance to 250 displaced families in Dagai
village of Swabi district on June 11. Dr Shahid Zeb, Dr Khola Amir and Dr Gharib
Nawaz, with active support from local volunteers, distributed Rs1,500 cash per family to
250 families; 1,000 sets of clothes — 500 for women, 200 for men and 300 for children;
and 500 pairs of shoes for children and women. Packs of juice, milk and biscuits were
also distributed among children. Speaking on the occasion, Dr Shahid Zeb appreciated
the generous support and assistance of the local people to the displaced families.
Volunteers of the Peace First have, so far, provided free medical care and medicines,
food items and cooking pots, beddings, clothes, shoes and cash assistance to displaced
families living in camps or with host communities in Swabi, and off camps IDPs in
Islamabad, Rawalpindi and Mardan.
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PRCS/Al-Shifa Trust

Al-Shifa Trust, PRCS Plan Medical Relief for IDPs: Assisted by the Pakistan
Red Crescent Society (PRCS), the Al-Shifa Trust Eye Hospital has formulated a long-
term medical relief plan under which the two organisations will set up free medical relief
camps for IDPs. These camps will continue to function even after the resettlement of
IDPs in their homes. The Al-Shifa Trust Eye Hospital, with the support of PRCS, has
offered treatment to more than 3,000 patients at its free medical camp set up at the IDPs
camp at Shah Mansoor, Swabi, and to 2,500 IDPs at IDPs camps in Mardan and
Nowshera. The Swabi camp was led by Tariq Usmani, and managed by a female
gynaecologist Dr. Abdullah; general physician Dr. Inayat, eye specialist Dr. Rafique,
camp supervisor Haji Aslam, health educationist Arsalan, and a 10-member team of

Al-Basarat Eye
Foundation

Foundation to Provide Free Eye Treatment to IDPs: The Al-Basarat Eye
Foundation has decided to open an eye treatment facility for the IDPs at Shah Mansoor
Hospital in Swabi district. The decision was taken at an executive committee meeting of
the foundation held in Peshawar and chaired by its patron Prof Dr Ziaul Islam. It was
decided that outpatients’ service would be started initially for two days a week and eye
surgeries would also be performed at the government hospital at Shah Mansoor town in
Swabi. The new hospital was recently made operational when doctors from Ayub
Medical College Hospital, Abbottabad, started using it to provide medical treatment to
the IDPs.

All Pakistan
Contractors Association

Contractors Association Donates Rs.4mn for IDPs: A delegation of All Pakistan
Contractors Association NWFP met NWFP Chief Minister Ameer Haidar Khan Hoti and
presented him a cheque of rupees four million for the assistance of homeless people from
terrorism affected areas. The delegation was led by President of the Association Haji
Ghulam Habib Khan.

Volunteers

Eve Ensler’s Play Read at NLA to Raise Funds for IDPs: A group of volunteers
— all of them involved in theatre or similar activities at one time — got together at the
call of Nighat Imran Rizvi, an activist working on gender and HIV&AIDS for the past 16
years, with a portfolio in media (chat shows; interviews; production and direction of
documentaries) to raise funds for women and children in IDPs camps channelled through
the Rural Support Programme Network (RSPN). The event, a play reading of Eve
Ensler’s ‘Necessary Targets’ was held at the National Library Auditorium (the venue
courtesy Alice Shackleford and Paul Stephen Brant) and was fairly well attended by
those who support such efforts. The good thing about it was that at least 50 percent of the
audience was made up of the younger generation while the ushers and anchorperson
(Tanya Shah) were also young, confident and happy to be a part of this effort. Two
messages encouraging the team effort came by email — the first from the author who
said, “This is an utterly wonderful and necessary idea. Let me know if there is anything
we can do to support you. You have our blessings, permission and most of all our love,”
and the second from Hibaaq Usman, global producer of ‘Necessary Targets.’ “Wishing
you all the best and I could not think of a more deserving cause, it is timely and just.”

Educational Institutions

University of Health
Sciences

The University of Health Sciences has set up health units in the camps, and has also
dispatched 40 doctors and nurses for IDPs. The mobile hospitals have all sorts of
emergency medicines, besides packs of quality milk for infants and babies. The doctors’
team had the support of 10 female and two male nurses, besides one female and five
male paramedics. Three male and as many female doctors would examine patients from
8am to 8pm daily, without a collective break for lunch or prayers, while for two hours in
the evening the lady doctors would visit mosques and schools to check ailing women
there who could not make it to our mobile hospitals.
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Punjab University

Governor lauds PU: The Punjab governor and Punjab University chancellor has
appreciated the University’s efforts for the welfare of IDPs. According to a press
statement, Punjab Governor Salman Taseer, through a letter, conveyed his appreciation
to the administration, staff and students of the PU for the praiseworthy contribution and
selfless efforts made towards discharging social responsibilities for the rehabilitation of
the IDPs.
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